
From Belfast, Northern Ireland, R51 formed in 2013. 

With a vision of shoe-gaze 
inspired, brooding pop music with 
an alternative rock riff tinge, 
and gigging at every local 
establishment that would have 
them, R51 have achieved a loyal 
local following. 

They then released their debut 
single “Boxkite” followed by more 
gigs culminating in a main stage 
appearance at Sunflowerfest 
before psychedelic legends Ozric 
Tenticles. 

Their second single “Slowhound” was released Valentines 
Day 2014, 

They were then chosen as the only Northern Irish band to 
play the GoNORTH festival in Inverness, Scotland in June. 

Currently they are writing new material and have 
participated in the Scratch My Progress project in 
Belfast’s “Oh Yeah Centre” giving them recording time in 
Start Together Studios and a photo shoot with Kerrang 
photographer Carrie Davenport, as well as being the 
highlight of the project’s showcase. 



They will be releasing a new single and their first EP in 
march 2015, coinciding with gigs in Ireland and the UK. 

 

They are: 

Melyssa Shannon: Vocals, Kaoss Pad and Baby’s Head 
Theremin | 

Jonny Woods: Guitar/Vocals | 

Aaron Black: Guitar/Keyboards | 

Matty Killen: Drums | 

Anton Hughes: Bass Guitar | 

 



PRESS 
 “For my money R51 are one of the real ‘hopes for the 
future’ of local music: Hell, UK music. Really.”[…] “If R51 
stay on this trajectory, there is only one way they are 
headed. Upwards” 

- Chordblossom 

(http://chordblossom.com/singlesclub/r51-slowhound) 

  

“This is a real big step up. You can tell straight away this 
is a band at their most confident…” 

- BBC Across the Line: 

(http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/acrosstheline/posts/New-
Tune-Disco-Rigsy-Niamh-Hegarty-Feb-2014) 

  

“This is a solid band, unified in sound and execution [...] 
epic swells and crests blend alternative rock melodies 
with pop vocal, carried along with the pulse of power 
bass and tom driven drums [...] 



Softer and dreamier than America’s Paramore; but in that 
same vein, with a taste of Norway’s Highasakite blissful 
power ballads. This is one of those tunes you push repeat 
and listen to over and over again, discovering something 
new in each nuance of octave and chord change. I’m 
anxious to see where R51 will go with this.” 

- GiggingNI: 

(http://www.giggingni.com/2014/03/r51-slowhound/ ) 

  

“Because all the music I feature on MIAT is sourced from 
the global village of the internet, a band’s real life 
location is usually pretty irrelevant to me. This time 
though, as I’m also from Belfast, I must admit to feeling a 
little extra happy to be featuring R51. 

        Not to be accused of bias, I’m even more happy to 
be featuring them because they’re really good […] The 
chorus is especially to-die-for and Melyssa’s voice is 
refreshingly sweet on top of the relatively dark 
undercurrent. The band’s performance is just the right 
amount of tight to still sound suitably relaxed and, along 
with the luscious production, lends the single an 
intoxicatingly dreamy quality” 

- MakeItAThing.co.uk 



(http://www.makeitathing.co.uk/2014/05/review-r51-
slowhound-single.html) 

  

 

“I won’t spend too much time waxing lyrical about art 
rockers R51 as Al Gilmore has done it at length (here and 
here) but they have firmly cemented themselves into my 
recent listening. Their latest single ‘Slowhound’ is a 
regular slice of dreamy heaven, which leans on the notion 
of whimsical guitar rock. Think of Welsh rockers, The Joy 
Formidable, throw in a bit of the Smashing Pumpkins and 
you are somewhere close. Their live show is nothing to be 
sniffed at either; they stole the show during the most 
recent BREED showcase despite being the opening act. 
News that they are back in the studio recording yet 
another single is just music to my ears.” 

- Chordblossom 

(http://www.chordblossom.com/blogs/what-weve-been-
listening-to-march2014) 


